It’s That Time Again............

END OF TERM EVALUATIONS FOR STUDENTS -
A Best Practice for teaching improvement and evaluation – Vernon College ROI Standard VI.A

Check out Suggested Questions & Categories for Course Evaluations Berkeley Center for Teaching & Learning

Contact Roxie Hill for assistance.

Cyber Security Update

Commandments of Cyber Security
I. Keep It Close
Keep your personal devices close to you. Know where your computers, phones, tablets, gaming devices, etc. are located at all times. Promptly report any stolen items to the authorities.
TECHIE SUCCESS

Connie Monteith in Continuing Education often refers students to the Career Coach tool to assist them in making a career/educational goal. Career Coach is located under “For Students” accessed by clicking the Inside VC tab at the top of the VC homepage. When students take the career assessment they will be given their top 3 personality traits along with a percent match. They are then matched with careers that are most aligned with the personality traits. All career and job information is local and updates in real time.

Are you Realistic, Investigative, Artistic, Social, Enterprising, or Conventional? Take the assessment and find out! Way to Go Connie!